
Bolero® makes assisted bathing routines for dependent residents a one-to-one care process.

For the resident, being bathed by a single caregiver is less stressful and intrusive. Bolero provides 
a secure environment throughout the bathing cycle, allowing the resident to relax and enjoy the 
full benefits of bathing. After transfer from the bed, the resident remains safe on the lift bath trolley 
during transport and the bathing session itself.

A single caregiver can safely manage all stages of the bathing cycle. The efficient functions and 
features of Bolero ensure a safe, ergonomic working environment and gives the caregiver more 
time to attend to the resident. The Bolero can enhance the safety and comfort of bathing routines 
for dependent residents.

...with people in mind
www.ArjoHuntleigh.com

BOLERO
LIFT BATH TROLLEY



Product Information

Lifting Capacity 300 lbs (136 kg)

Weight 154 lbs (70 kg)

Width 32 1/2” (825 mm)

Length 72 3/4 - 76 3/4” (1850 - 1950 mm)

Max Total Height 67 3/4” (1720 mm)

Lifting Stroke Range 22 1/4” (565 mm)

Powered Functions Raising & Lowering

Bath Compatibility Rhapsody/Primo Systems 23 & 25 
and Classic Line

KEY FEATURES

Easy Transfers

The resident is easily rolled onto 
the stretcher, which can be 
adjusted to the correct working 
height.

Bolero integrates with several 
height-adjustable ArjoHuntleigh 
bathing systems.

The stretcher can be fitted with 
a foldable side rail to enhance 
resident safety and comfort.

Handles on the pillar make the 
lift bath trolley easy to maneuver 
and position.

Bathing Foldable Side Rail Handles
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Use only ArjoHuntleigh designed parts, i.e. parts specifically designed for the purpose, on equipment and products supplied by ArjoHuntleigh. As our policy is one of continuous development, we reserve the 
right to modify designs and specifications without prior notice.

® and ™ are trademarks belonging to the ArjoHuntleigh group of companies. © ArjoHuntleigh, 201293/42/EEC
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D Doris, who sits in a wheelchair and is dependent and physically demanding

E Emma, who is passive and is totally dependent on caregiver  
Please contact ArjoHuntleigh for further information on the Mobility Gallery™.

Mobility Gallery
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Quick Change Battery

The quick change battery 
system ensures Bolero is always 
available for use.

Electronic Scale

Bolero can also be used to weigh 
residents using the optional 
foot-operated, highly accurate 
electronic scale.


